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Terms and Definitions 

The following definitions apply to this Plan: 

COVID-19 refers to a disease, usually a respiratory tract illness caused by the SARS-CoV-2 
virus 

Fever means any temperature above 38 degrees Celsius (38℃) 

Isolation means a period during which someone who is suspected or confirmed to have 
COVID-19 is separated from people who are healthy. The period of isolation stops if they 
test negative. If they test positive, they remain in isolation until they are well. Isolation can 
be involuntary if demanded by the State.  

Quarantine means a period during which someone who has been exposed to someone who 
is confirmed to have COVID-19 is separated from healthy people and observed for 
development of symptoms of COVID-19. This is usually for a period of 14 days in the case of 
COVID-19 and can be involuntary if demanded by the State 

Screening means a process to identify individuals who may have an infection from SARS-
CoV-2; usually ascertained by a symptom questionnaire and measuring the temperatures of 
individuals 

Self-isolation is a term used widely in the context of COVID-19 to imply that an individual 
who either has COVID-19 or has been exposed to someone with COVID-19 voluntarily 
selects to separate themselves from other healthy people. It thus covers both the terms of 
'isolation' and 'quarantine' and is also used to refer to healthy unexposed individuals staying 
at home. 

Social distancing is the term widely used to describe measures to reduce close contact 
between individuals. 

Symptoms refers to the symptoms widely associated with COVID-19, including, but not 
limited to, fever, cough, sore throat, redness of eyes and shortness of breath. 
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1. Introduction

The challenge of COVID-19 is unprecedented. The novel Coronavirus Disease 2019, also 
known as COVID-19, is a respiratory illness caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus identified in 
Wuhan City, China, in December 2019. In responding to the pandemic, the University of the 
Western Cape’s (UWC) actions are informed by national government directives and 
guidelines as well as documents prepared by Universities South Africa (USAf) and Higher 
Health aimed at assisting the South African university sector. 

The scale and impact of the pandemic are still not well understood, and globally we are 
learning more about it every day.  The virus is new and although the symptoms can be 
treated there currently is no known vaccine available. Under these circumstances, it is 
understandable that the pandemic and the uncertainty associated with it can create high 
levels of anxiety among staff and students about what the immediate future holds. 

This document seeks to provide a framework to support effective coordination, integration, 
and decision making that is centrally located, allowing the University to act swiftly and 
responsibly. Responding to the COVID-19 epidemic is a learning process for all and the 
University’s approach and responses to safeguard the campus community might therefore 
change during this period. As such, the document will be reviewed and updated regularly as 
and when the need arises. 

2. Leadership Commitment and Coordination

The need for the formulation of a framework converged in the Executive Management 
Committee, convened by the Vice-Chancellor with the support of a COVID-19 Advisory 
Team, chaired by the Registrar. The Executive Management has adopted a Statement of 
Intent committing the University of the Western Cape (UWC) to endeavours to ensure the 
Health, Safety and Welfare of the working environment for its employees, students, visitors 
and contractors during COVID-19 and to comply with applicable statutory requirements to 
which UWC subscribes. In addition, the leadership team has committed to reprioritise the 
budget to ensure that sufficient resources are channelled to enable compliance and give 
effect to the Plan and to ensure that key functions can continue remotely. 

Drawing on support from Higher Health, the Integrated COVID-19 Implementation Plan is 
further guided by several principles that are: (i) Evidence-based and data-driven; (ii) 
Essentially based on human rights and equity; (iii) Responsive, dynamic and sensitive to an 
evolving situation; (iv) Accountable to all stakeholders; (v) Aligned with National initiatives; 
and (vi) Sustainable. To this end, the leadership commits to: gather and share information 
that is authentic and trustworthy; implement measures to prevent the spread of the virus 
and promote the health and wellbeing of all; communicate in an open and transparent way; 
thorough preparation and integrated planning; an appropriate response and plan of action.  
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In support of the Vice-Chancellor, each member of the Executive leadership team has been 
assigned portfolio-specific responsibilities for which they are held accountable to guide the 
formulation and implementation of the Integrated COVID-19 Implementation Plan based on 
gazetted directives, input and advice from peers in the system and other internal and 
external structures and individuals to help form an accurate view of the situation. The 
Executive is also supported by several working groups. The success of any plan is as good as 
its execution. The ownership and successful implementation of the Plan is therefore the 
shared responsibility of every member within the university community: staff, students, 
visitors and contractors. To oversee the effective execution of all issues concerning the 
pandemic across the campuses the University will establish a COVID-19 Response Task Team 
chaired by the Executive Director Finance and Services. The Response Task Team will include 
key managers and internal stakeholders, including a representative of the Student 
Representative Council (SRC) and UWCEU as the recognised union. 

For ease of reference and to provide further guidance, the COVID-19 Implementation Plan 
will be complemented by separate annexures and links to relevant websites. 

3. Purpose and Scope

The purpose of UWC’s Integrated COVID-19 Implementation Plan is to establish the 
standard operating procedures and protocols to prevent and limit the exposure or spread of 
the novel Coronavirus Disease 2019 within the University environment. The Plan is rooted in 
the health, safety and wellbeing of our university community and the public with whom we 
interact. It seeks to respond in the most efficient and orderly manner possible while 
ensuring the continuity of our core academic mission and operating services to the extent 
possible.  

The Plan contains clear strategies and the roles played by various role-players to raise 
awareness and to encourage each of us to act both collectively and individually in 
contributing to measures to address the pandemic. The scope also takes into account the 
legal compliance, risk assessment and risk control, and promoting a culture of health and 
safety.  

There is no certainty how long the pandemic will last and this Plan will therefore remain in 
place as long as it is required and will be updated and amended if required as a result of 
national directives. This Plan is subordinate to national regulations.   

4. Phased Return to Campus Sites According to Alert Levels

The determination of alert levels and hotspots will influence the phased return to the 
campus sites and University residences. Alert levels and hotspots are determined, among 
others, on: the active cases per 1000 000 population; the rate of increase of active cases; 
and the availability of hospital beds in a geographical area or cluster of geographical areas. 
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The University will implement the Phased return of students to the campus two weeks from 
the date of implementation of each level to ensure that all preparation has been done in 
terms of health and safety protocols and that the campus(es) and residences are ready to 
receive students. The phased return will be implemented according to the following four 
Levels. 

4.1. Alert Level 4 
(i) The campus will remain closed for staff and students.
(ii) Students will be supported through remote multimodal learning and teaching; and
(iii) Staff will continue working remotely, with the exception of a few essential Services.

4.2. Alert Level 3 
A maximum of one third (33%) of the staff and student population may return to campus 
(sites). This phased return arrangement is limited to students identified by the University 
and will include: 

(i) Students in the final year of their programme, who are on the path of graduating in
2020 (can gain controlled access to the Library and required facilities only);

(ii) Students in all years of study that require clinical training in their programmes,
provided that the platforms are prepared and have sufficient space to
accommodate them with the corresponding risk level maximum carrying capacity
while adhering to safety protocols;

(iii) Postgraduate students who require laboratory equipment and other technical
equipment to undertake their studies. The 33% maximum percentage is inclusive of
identified students who may return to residences; and

(iv) All other students will be supported through remote multimodal learning, teaching
and assessment until they return to campus.

4.3. Alert Level 2 
A maximum of two thirds (66%) of the student population may return to campus (sites). This 
arrangement is limited to students identified by the University and includes:  

(i) All groups already referred to in Level 3 above, including those prioritized in Level 3
but could not be accommodated because of the maximum carrying capacity of the
campus;

(ii) Students in all years of study who require laboratory and technical equipment to
complete the academic year;

(iii) Students in all years of study who require practical placement/ experiential learning/
workplace-based learning to complete the academic year (provided the workplaces
and platforms are open and prepared);

(iv) First-year students in all undergraduate programmes.
(v) All other students will be supported through remote multimodal learning and

teaching and assessment until they return to campus.
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4.4. Alert Level 1  
All students (100%) of the student population may return to campus sites. 

(i) Physical distance, health protocols and social solidarity will still be required.
(ii) International students who were residing outside the country during the lockdown

period may return (provided that international travel is permitted).

5. Readiness and Preparation to Return to Campus Sites

The following measures will be attended to support and facilitate the return of staff and 
students to UWC campus sites: 

(i) Prior to the phased return of staff and students to the campus, the University will
ensure that its campus readiness plans are in place and in compliance with national
guidelines and the necessary health and safety protocols. This includes the extension
of already established hygiene protocols and cleaning contracts to ensure that the
respective buildings where staff and students will work and stay will be deep-
cleaned and hard surfaces and frequently used objects such as door handles, desks
and telephones sanitised.

(ii) The University will make sufficient provision for sanitisation, the daily screening and
record-keeping of persons entering campus sites and the provision of personal
protective equipment (PPE) to each staff member and student.

(iii) A personal protective equipment Issue-Register will be completed as evidence of the
issued PPE and will be kept centrally as a record that each person received PPE.
Awareness and training will form part of the issuing of PPE to staff and students.

(iv) The Laboratory environment and equipment will be sanitised, and protocols will be
put in place for each laboratory, including information to be shared about the
wearing of PPE. Records will be kept about awareness of the protocols.

(v) The University will provide guidance to students and staff regarding age
vulnerabilities and prevalent comorbidities and ensure compliance with national and
local workplace laws and health regulations.

(vi) The University will provide a Digital Risk Assessment tool (via WizzPass application)
to facilitate and record daily online symptom screening by staff and students
entering the campus.

6. Entry to the Campus Sites and Compulsory Symptom Screening

UWC is a multi-campus university with different sites of delivery that include the main 
campus, the Faculty of Dentistry sites at the Tygerberg Hospital and in Mitchell’s Plain, and 
the Faculty of Community and Health Sciences campus in the Bellville Central Business 
District. Daily entry to campus sites will include the following: 
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(i) All staff and students entering campus sites during Levels 2 to 4, must be in
possession of a University-issued permit indicating that form part of the maximum
cohort of persons eligible to enter as per the relevant alert level.

(ii) A daily register of all staff and students entering and exiting the campus will be
maintained.

(iii) A mandatory two-step health symptom screening will be conducted daily to ensure
the health and safety of all staff and students entering the campus. In order to
speed up the health screening process, staff and students will be able to self-
complete a daily online symptom screening survey (via WizzPass) prior to their
arrival which, upon completion, will provide Security at the entrance with a QR
code (a Quick Response code) that will be individually scanned-in at the campus
site entrances. Alternatively, persons without a QR code will be required to
complete and sign a paper-based survey daily upon entering the campus.

(iv) In addition, all staff and students entering campus sites will be screened by Security
staff with no-contact hand-held digital thermometer scanners to measure their
body temperatures. Staff and students whose temperature readings are 38℃ or
higher will be denied access. Digital temperature screening will also be conducted
upon entering high-traffic buildings

(v) Any person who refuses to be screened will be denied entry to the campus sites.
(vi) No person will be allowed to enter any campus sites without a face mask.
(vii) Persons conducting the screening will wear masks and will sanitise their hands

frequently.
(viii) Upon arrival on their first day back on campus, all staff and students will be issued

with PPE pack at PPE stations in close proximity to the entrances.
(ix) As part of the screening process (online or manual surveys), a register will be kept

to identify and record all persons showing symptoms associated with COVID-19
such as: fever, cough, sore throat, redness of eyes or shortness of breath; or
difficulty in breathing. Staff members and students suffering from any of the afore-
mentioned or additional symptoms (such as body aches, loss of smell or loss of
taste, nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, fatigue, weakness or tiredness) are required to
report it as part of the symptom screening questionnaire.

(x) The University will also maintain an official visitor register with the necessary
contact details for all visitors, with the necessary permits, entering and leaving the
campus.

(xi) All persons considered as high-risk groups (elderly and those vulnerable with
existing conditions) should report it and subject themselves to a risk assessment to
minimize their exposure.

(xii) Any staff member or student who has tested positive for COVID-19 (within the
mandatory 14-day isolation period) or presents with any COVID-19 symptoms will
not be permitted to enter the premises or buildings or report for work until such
time that the person is cleared.
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7. Academic Arrangements

7.1. Revised Academic Calendar 
The following arrangements are in place: 

(i) The University has revised its academic calendar to mitigate the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the 2020 academic year. These changes are in accordance
with recommendations and plans as outlined by the Minister of Higher Education,
Science and Technology.

(ii) Term dates have been adjusted and the latest approved term dates are as follows:
• Second term (20 April – 9 June)
• Third term (27 July – 4 September)
• Fourth term (14 September – 23 October), and
• the commencement of year-end assessment on 28 October.

(iii) Second semester registration will take place from 21-24 July 2020 and amendments
thereof from 27-31 July 2020.

(iv) Learning and teaching for terms 3 and 4 (semester 2) will continue online and no
face-to-face lectures or tutorials will take place for the second semester, unless the
alert levels change to allow more contact.

(v) The revised calendar allows for differential scenarios for students to complete the
academic year, either by the end of 2020 or the start of 2021. This will ensure that
students who could not participate in online learning and teaching for Term 2, will
have the opportunity to make-up for this lost term (arising from the earlier stages
of the lockdown period) by participating in the catch-up period from December
2020 to January/February 2021. For this category of students, the final results will
be concluded at the beginning of March 2021.

(vi) The start of the academic year for 2021 has been pushed back to 8 March 2021 to
accommodate the catch-up period referred to above (v).

(vii) The remaining graduations for 2020 have been postponed to 2021. Completing
students will be able to receive a letter of completion indicating that they have met
all requirements for the completion of their degree.

7.2. Flexible Learning and Teaching 
(i) On 26 May 2020 Senate adopted a set of principles to guide UWC’s Learning,

Teaching and Assessment Contingency Plan. The guide, among others, allows for:
• A phased and inclusive commencement of the Academic programme;
• Concerted efforts to complete the 2020 academic year for all students

(including the extension of activities into early 2021);
• the adoption of a flexible learning and teaching approach which includes (but

not restricted to) online platforms;
• Varied and phased approaches to assessments;
• Maintaining Academic rigour at all times;
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• Budgetary adjustments to realise the Flexible Learning and Teaching Plan;
• Provision of remedial classes for students who may have been prejudiced;

and
• the adoption of an approach that is sensitive to and aligned with UWC’s

values.
(ii) To ensure continuity of instruction in the absence of onsite direct face-to-face

teaching, Faculties have started to implement the Learning, Teaching and
Assessment Contingency Plan at the start of the revised second term.

(iii) In support of the Contingency Plan, the Centre for Innovative Education and
Communication Technologies (CIECT) developed an online teaching guide to mitigate
the impact of COVID-19 on learning and teaching. The Online Guide offers the
following services offered to staff, tutors and students to ensure the effective use of
various innovative communication, content creation and assessment eTools:
• General Orientation module for staff and students developed within the

institutional Learning Management System (LMS)
• A series of self-help videos (instructional material/screencasts) - to enable

academics and students across disciplines to work remotely
• Online training workshops for specific groups across various disciplines
• Individual online support via various modes of delivery, including email,

WhatsApp, telephone calls, and hangouts sessions
• Focus on Faculty Champions, in order for them to advise on the development

of an instructional strategy for the creation of a basic, well-designed online
environment, and

• Online tutor training workshops.

7.3. Assessments 
(i) All students will be allowed to participate in the mid-year assessments and

supplementary assessments even if they do not qualify. The Continuous Assessment
Minimum (CAM) and Supplementary sub-minimum rules will be waived.

(ii) Inactive students will be allowed to participate in the catch-up period for Term 2
during the December 2020-January 2021 period and will be flagged as deferred to
enable them to write in January 2021.

(iii) Any student who has qualified to write the first semester assessments but has not
been able to will write the first semester assessments, will be able to write these in
January 2021.

(iv) Students who have failed the first online mode may participate in the catch-up
period for Term 2 (December 2020-January 2021). This only refers to students, who
have participated during this period and has failed.

(v) Students who have passed the first online mode may not participate in the catch-up
period for Term 2 (December 2020-January 2021) to improve their results.

(vi) There will be no academic exclusions for the 2020 academic year.
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7.4. Library Services 
(i) From alert level 3 onwards the Library operating hours will be restricted from 08:20

– 16:30 with strict access control at the front entrance to limit the flow of eligible
students in and out of the Library to a maximum of one hundred (100 persons) at
any given time.

(ii) During Level 2 the operating hours of 08:20 – 16:30 will be maintained while the
inflow and outflow to all levels of the main Library may be increased to three
hundred (300) students.

(iii) The operating hours indicated above will also apply to branch libraries.
(iv) During Level 1, when the university will reopen for all returning staff and students

to the campus, social distancing and health and safety protocols remain in effect.
(v) Computers will be off-line and additional measures will be adhered to, to maintain

distancing and protect students and staff at information areas.
(vi) Access will be monitored and controlled in the Library by security and library staff.
(vii) A degree of flexibility will be allowed to permit entry to students who are just

returning books.
(viii) Students will be required to practice social distancing while queuing before entry

and to wear face masks upon entry to the Library.
(ix) Security will administer hand sanitizers before admitting students and screen

students with hand-held digital thermometers. A student with a temperature of
38℃ will be referred to campus emergency services.

7.5. Online Inactive Students and the Provision of Data and Devices 
Within the Learning and Teaching as well as Research portfolios, active online activity for 
staff and students have been determined to be critical to the University’s business 
continuity. In terms of students the following measures are considered: 

(i) Students who have been inactive on the online learning management system,
iKamva as well as other remote systems staff are using for learning and assessment,
will be identified and these students, among others, will be considered during the
phasing-in of the return to campus during Level 3 and will be targeted for the
planned catch-up block terms later in the year.

(ii) The University will identify students who lack devices and/or data as well as internet
connectivity and/or struggle with the academic demands of online learning and
assessment. In support of these students a process of procurement and provision of
devices and/or data to identified students and tutors) will be in place.

(iii) In the event of logistical challenges with mobile operators the issues will be
escalated to the appropriate levels.

8. Mental Wellbeing of Staff and Students

The University recognises that an outbreak such as COVID-19, the entire population is 
subjected to increased stress levels that can have serious effects on mental health, 
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especially in cases where mandatory isolation is imposed. Staff and students can be affected 
by the psychosocial impact of the changes imposed as a result lockdown and the measures 
required during this time.  

In support of UWC students and staff during the lockdown period the University will 
continue to have the following services in place to help staff and students deal with anxiety, 
depression, isolation and general stress brought on by current circumstances: 

(i) Ongoing online psychosocial and psychoeducational support to students
(ii) The Employee Wellness Programme to support staff.

Students and staff who feel overwhelmed, especially to deal with anxiety and uncertainty 
around COVID-19 or any other crisis support, are also encouraged to contact the South 
African Depression and Anxiety Group (SADAG) 24-hour helpline at 0800 222 333. Online 
resources such as brochures, articles and self-help videos are also available at 
www.sadag.org. 

9. Staff Arrangements

The following arrangements are in place for University staff during the lockdown period: 

(i) The University will review and implement flexible and supportive human
resources policies and practices, consistent with public health and basic
conditions of employment guidance and ensure that employees are aware of and
understand these policies. The intention of these flexible policies (such as the
Flexi-time and Flexi-place policy) is to encourage employees to stay home or leave
the campus when feeling sick or when they have been in close contact with a
confirmed case of COVID-19. If they develop symptoms of acute respiratory
illness, they must immediately seek medical attention and inform their line
manager as well as the University by sending an email to registrar@uwc.ac.za.

(ii) However, the joint establishment policies and practices applicable to Dentistry
staff, remain in place.

(iii) The Human Resources Department will conduct individual risk assessments for
each staff member via the respective line managers to identify employees and
provide clear guidelines for those at higher risk of severe illness from COVID-19.
Each case will be considered based on its own merits (and where applicable, some
employees may be granted special leave for a defined period to work under strict
medical supervision). Staff identified in the following categories must work from
home:
• Staff at the age of sixty and older;
• Staff suffering from chronic lung problems (moderate to severe asthma);
• Staff previously diagnosed with complicated TB, serious heart conditions;
• Staff with a severe obesity condition (a Body Mass Index of 40 and higher);
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• Staff more than 28 weeks pregnant; and
• Staff who have underlying medical conditions such as diabetes, renal failure,

hypertension or liver disease.
(iv) Employees must inform their supervisors/ heads of department if they have a sick

family member at home with COVID-19. If an employee has a family member sick
with COVID-19, that employee must follow the isolation/quarantine requirements
as established by the Department of Health.

(v) Throughout the pandemic, the University will maintain a number of essential
services and some critical functions that must be continued under any and all
circumstances. To minimize the spread of the virus, the number of people (staff
and students) on campus will be limited in accordance with the relevant alert
levels.

(vi) During Level 4 no onsite campus services will be offered and a range of services
will be offered remotely.

(vii) Staff identified to be on campus will receive access permits and will have to
comply with the standard measures in place to access campus sites during the
different alert levels.

(viii) During Level 2, identified persons from all categories of staf may work on campus,
provided that the maximum number of persons on campus do not exceed two-
thirds of the campus population.  Partial remote working arrangements such as
skeleton staffing and working shifts methods will be encouraged to ensure that
social distancing and hygiene protocols are strictly adhered to.

(ix) UWC will establish and communicate policies and practices to maintain social
distancing in the workplace and separate employees from each other.

(x) Where practical, staff are encouraged to continue remote working arrangements
or similar measures in order to minimize the number of staff and students on
campus at any given time and to achieve effective social distancing. Other
measures that could be employed include rotation, staggered working hours and
shift systems.

(xi) Departments will be required to adjust practices to reduce close contact with
others including the use of visual cues or signs to demarcate where to stand if
physical barriers are not possible.

(xii) UWC will minimize the risk to staff when planning meetings or gatherings by
postponing non-essential meetings and encouraging video-conferencing or tele-
conferencing where possible for work-related meetings. If impossible, meetings
should be held in well-ventilated spaces while maintaining social distancing and
the wearing of face masks.

(xiii) Essential travel will be strictly limited in accordance with national regulations and
alert levels and staff and students are advise employees to take additional
precautions and preparations if they are required to travel.

(xiv) Identified staff, issued with an official permit to access the campus sites may use
the official permit during the alert level 3 to travel between home and work.
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(xv) Upon their first entry to campus sites, all staff will be issued with a PPE pack that
includes cloth face masks, a face shield, hand sanitiser as well as a remote door
opening device to limit the touching of door handles.

(xvi) Faculties and departments will assess the degree to which staff are able to work
remotely and, where applicable, will assist staff with work tools such as laptops
and connectivity.

10. Student Arrangements

10.1. Return to Residences (on-campus, leased off-campus and private residences) 
UWC will follow a phased return to residences for specific students identified at the 
institutional level provided that the maximum percentage of persons permitted per campus 
in accordance with the relevant alert level is adhered to. During alert level 3, the maximum 
number will be limited to no more than one third (33%), then two thirds (66%) during level 
2, and one hundred percent (100%) during level 1. Identified students may return provided 
that all health and safety protocols are in place and that the maximum number of identified 
persons per residence are concomitant with numbers that can be accommodated to enable 
physical distancing, the handling of communal spaces, hygiene requirements and kitchen 
and ablution facilities arrangements. 

The following arrangements will be in place for the return of residence students during 
levels 3 and 2: 

(i) The University will identify and formally issue permits to specific students to enable
their return. Criteria for considering which students to permit to return to campus
residences, include those outlined per alert level in the Government Gazette No
43414.

(ii) All students in residences will be required to sign a Code of Conduct to guide
movement and behaviour in communal residence spaces and ensure adherence to
strict health and safety regulations. Safety and health notices and guidelines will be
placed in all residence spaces, especially in shared spaces.

(iii) The University will clean and sanitize residence spaces for both returning and
current students in residences. Students returning to residences will be placed in
their 2020 allocated residence spaces with only one person per room in line with
the phase-in strategy and to allocate students in a more controlled manner that is
compliant with social distancing protocols. The assignment of residence places is at
the sole discretion of the University Services and students currently in residences
may be reallocated.

(iv) Returning students will be screened at the main entrance and issued with a PPE
pack for which they need to sign an acknowledgement of receipt. The student will
then follow the check-in procedures at the designated residence and present their
proof of screening as one of the preconditions to gain access to the residences.
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Alternate off-site spaces have been identified for high risk Persons under 
Investigation (PUIs) and confirmed cases.  

(v) Residence students will be screen daily. Low risk cases of residence students who
display health symptoms, may on the basis of professional advice, be instructed to
self-isolate within their rooms until further action is required. They will also be
handled as Persons under Investigation (PUI) and will be monitored and issued with
additional relevant PPE.  Residential Services, in collaboration with Campus
Protection Services (CPS), will make the necessary arrangements for a student
referred for testing, including transport arrangements to the testing site, for the
student to be safely transferred without placing other students, staff members or
members of the public at risk.

(vi) Residential Services will ensure cleaning and sanitisation of areas or work spaces
where there are PUIs or confirmed cases. Referrals will be made for others who
may be at risk, for continuous health screening and related appropriate measures
to prevent possible further transmission (daily log of movements and contacts are
essential for contact tracing).

(vii) Students who live in UWC leased off campus private accommodation or privately
rented accommodation close to campuses may, subject to confirmation with their
landlords, return to their residences, however their access to UWC campus(es) will
be consistent with the applicable criteria and provisions for the established
percentage proportion for campus presence under COVID-19 alert levels and
screening protocols at access point.

10.2. Residential services during the lockdown period 
The following services will be provided in residences during lockdown level 3,2 and 1: 

(i) Regular cleaning services will be provided to clean and sanitise all shared spaces and
surfaces in the residences, including: kitchens, bathrooms, reception areas and other
shared spaces.

(ii) Residence Services will ensure that adequate cleaning and sanitizing supplies are
available and will provide hand sanitizer stations at entry points and throughout the
residential facilities. Other services include functional Wi-Fi and Security services.

(iii) The University will constantly provide communication updates, guidelines and
posters with information on appropriate protocols at each level. Constant training
and awareness-raising to all students and staff will be implemented to mitigate the
risks of the pandemic. Strict access measures will be in place at every residence and
there will be one point of entry and exit per residence.

(iv) Students will be required to carry their student cards and proof of permitted entry to
campus with them at all times.

Any enquiries pertaining to residence matters during lockdown phases should be referred 
to: reslife@uwc.ac.za . 
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11. Internal and Media COVID-19 Communication

The University will coordinate internal communication through the offices of the Registrar 
and Institutional Advancement respectively to ensure that there will be consistent and 
regular communication with staff and students on matters pertaining to COVID-19 and the 
phased return to the campus. The University website also has a dedicated COVID-19 portal 
containing all relevant information, including announcements, resources, news, videos, 
infographics and FAQs about the virus. Information can be accessed via 
https://www.uwc.ac.za/uwconline/COVID-19/Pages/default.aspx. as well as a link to the 
national COVID-19 website https://sacoronavirus.co.za/. 

Other information on the portal includes: breaking news by the University in the fight 
against COVID-19; what to do if a suspected case arises; contact numbers for testing; 
sanitising information and protocols; news from DHET; and announcements from Executive 
Managers about the phased-in return of students and staff. 

12. Workplace and Personal Hygiene Protocols

Prevention of the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is currently the most effective and evidence-
based method to protect yourself and others from getting sick. In this regard all staff and 
students are encouraged to: 

(i) Wash hands regularly with soap and water for 20 seconds. When water and soap
are not available, use a hand sanitizer with at least 70% alcohol base.

(ii) All staff and students will be provided with hand sanitisers, refills will be available
and hand sanitisation stations will be available in all University buildings.

(iii) Avoid the touching of eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands.
(iv) Apply cough etiquette by moving away from others to sneeze or cough into elbows.

If you cough or sneeze into a tissue, dispose of it safely.
(v) Maintain social distancing of 1.5 meters from others and avoid close contact with

people who are sick.
(vi) Practice routine cleaning and sanitisation of frequently touched objects and

surfaces such as reception desks, workstations, keyboards, telephones, handrails,
light switches, door handles, and toilets.

(vii) Avoid using other colleagues’ or students’ telephones, cellphones, keyboards or
other equipment and, if unavoidable, clean and disinfect them before and after
use.

(viii) It is important to stay at home or in residences when displaying COVID-a9 related
symptoms such as a fever, cough, a sore throat, headache, exhaustion, muscle pain,
shortness of breath.
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13. Occupational Health and Safety

13.1. Persons with symptoms of COVID-19 
Any member of staff with a fever or symptoms will not be permitted to enter the workplace 
or report for work and will be advised to seek medical attention and take sick leave. If the 
staff member is already on the premises, UWC must immediately: 

(i) Handle the person as a Person Under Investigation (PUI) as per the national
guidelines.

(ii) Ensure that the employee with symptoms is isolated in a safe holding space until
arrangements are made for their safe transportation for testing, medical
examination or for self-isolation without placing other staff members or members
of the public at risk.

(iii) Assess the risk of transmission and sanitise the area and the staff members or
student’s workstation.

(iv) Refer those staff members and students who may be at risk for health screening
and take any other appropriate measure to prevent possible transmission.

13.2. Persons diagnosed with COVID-19 
Any employee who tests positive for COVID-19 must be placed on paid sick leave in terms of 
section 22 of the BCEA, and such an incident must immediately be reported to the 
immediate line manager as well through an email to registrar@uwc.ac.za.  The University 
must ensure that staff and students are not discriminated against on the grounds of having 
tested positive for COVID-19.  

If there is evidence that the staff member contracted COVID-19 at the place of work, as a 
result of occupational exposure, the necessary forms under the Compensation for 
Occupational Injuries and Disease Act (COIDA forms) must be completed by the Line 
Managers and forwarded to the Compensation Commissioner via the Environmental 
Occupational Health and Safety (SHE) Department to register the claim. 

If a staff member is diagnosed with COVID-19 and isolated in accordance with the 
Department of Health Guidelines, UWC may only allow a staff member to return to work on 
the following conditions: 

(i) The staff member or student has undergone a medical evaluation confirming that
he/she has been tested negative for COVID-19.

(ii) UWC ensure that personal hygiene, wearing of masks, social distancing and cough
etiquette is strictly adhered to.

(iii) Continue to screen and monitor the staff member or student for health symptoms
on the return to the campus site
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13.3. Social Distancing Measures 
(i) As far as practicable, Managers/Supervisors must ensure minimal contact of at least

1.5 meters between staff and students and between students while working for
example at a workstation, in-class venues, etc.

(ii) The University will implement the demarcation of areas to guide staff and students
regarding social distancing in the Library, Residences and other buildings to control
and monitor groups.

(iii) Awareness is imperative with students in residences regarding social distancing in
rooms, kitchen areas and bathroom facilities.

(iv) Social distancing is recommended when students are transported. HG Travel will not
exceed the 70% capacity on busses and shuttles.  Drivers must ensure adherences to
this arrangement.

(v) Numbers in the Library will be restricted, and some computers will be off-line to
reduce the seating space to comply with social distancing.  The Library will
implement measures to adhere to and protect staff at information areas. Security
and Library staff will monitor and control access to Library.

13.4. Measures to Support the University’s Readiness 
The University will ensure that there are sufficient quantities of hand sanitizers (with least 
70% alcohol content) based on the number of staff members and students who access the 
UWC premises, buildings entrances and working environments which the staff and students 
are required to use. Similarly, if a staff member and/or student interacts with the public in 
clinical areas, UWC will provide them with sufficient supplies of personal protective 
equipment and hand sanitizers at the workstations to ensure safe interaction with the 
public. 

All work surfaces and equipment will be routinely cleaned and sanitised before work begins, 
regularly during the day and after work ends. UWC will ensure that: 

(i) There are adequate facilities for staff, students and the public that they interact with
to wash and/or sanitize their hands regularly.

(ii) Paper towels will be provided to dry hands after washing.
(iii) Surfaces that staff and students come into contact with will be routinely cleaned and

sanitised.

13.5. Personal Protective Equipment 
(i) The University will provide personal protective equipment (PPE) such as masks and

hand sanitiser to all staff and students. Additional PPE will be provided as
appropriate, or required, for the activity being performed and as per the activity risk
assessment. Where necessary, UWC will also provide closed bins for hygienically
disposing of such materials.
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(ii) In accordance with guidelines issued by the Department of Health, the wearing a
cloth face mask in public is mandatory at all times during the lockdown period. As
such, staff and students are required to wear face masks on the campus premises.

(iii) The regular cleaning of cloth masks is required for hygienic purposes and the
wearing thereof will be specified in the Risk Assessment.

13.6. Measures in respect of Clinical Areas 
In certain areas, the wearing of surgical gloves or other personal protective equipment is a 
requirement depending on the risks involved. The principal purpose and measures thereof 
are to protect staff and students from being exposed to the virus through interaction with 
the public, co-workers and other persons. In such cases, the standard operating procedures 
(SOP) on the nature and duties of the staff and students apply as recommended by the 
National Institute of Communicable Diseases (NICD) and the National Institute for 
Occupational Health.  

Depending on what is reasonably practicable to the nature of the workplace, UWC will: 

(i) Arrange the work environment, for example areas such as waiting areas, to ensure
that social distancing.

(ii) Provide staff and students with face shields as a barrier.
(iii) Require the public to wear masks when inside the premises.
(iv) Ensure symptom health screening measures are adhered to where there is

interaction with the public.
(v) Display visible notices to advise the public entering campus premises of the

precautions they are required to observe.

13.7. Ventilation 
(i) Where possible the University will keep the work area well-ventilated by natural or

mechanical means to increase the ventilation rates and provide acceptable indoor air
quality for the current occupancy level for each space.

(ii) Where mechanical ventilation systems are operational, it will be required to be
maintained and cleaned regularly and ensure that filters are cleaned and
appropriately replaced as per the manufacturer’s instructions by a competent
person.

13.8. Monitoring and Enforcing 
(i) A COVID-19 Compliance Manager will observe the implementation of the return to

work and adherence to standards of hygiene and mandatory health protocols.
(ii) Across the campus supervisors, managers and responsible staff members will be

required to monitor compliance and adhere to the regulations and protocols.
(iii) The contravention of an instruction is an offence and penalties can be instituted in

terms of section 38 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
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13.9. Waste Management 
The Department of Health published a guideline on the management of the Coronavirus or 
COVID-19 Health Care Waste. In compliance with the guideline published by the 
Department of Health, and to avoid contamination and the possible spread of the COVID-19 
virus, the University will follow the necessary guidelines and containment measures for the 
management of waste: 

(i) All waste management plans, classifications and procedures will include COVID-19
waste, isolation waste and health care waste.

(ii) As such, waste generated from persons in isolation and quarantine in designated
campus facilities shall be containerized and treated as health care risk waste to
minimize the risk of contamination.

(iii) All cleaner’s emptying waste bins of PPE, tissues and cleaning material, will be
protected from the contents.

(iv) Designated areas will be made available for the storage of COVID-19 waste.

14. List of Annexures and Useful Websites

Annexure: UWC  Occupational Health, Safety, Environment and Quality Statement of 
Intent 

Annexure: UWC process charts: Entrance to campus, issuing of PPE and symptom 
screening 

Annexure: UWC COVID-19 Screening System – WizzPass 
Annexure: UWC Flexible Learning and Teaching (Online) Guide 
Annexure: UWC’s Learning and Teaching Contingency Plan Guiding Principles 
Annexure: UWC’s Guiding Principles on Assessment 
Annexure: UWC Operational Guidelines for Faculties in terms of Assessment 
Annexure: UWC Revised 2020 Academic Calendar 
Annexure: UWC Revised 2020 Almanac for Faculties 
Annexure: UWC COVID-19 Phased Return Approach to Residences: Guidelines towards 

Implementation 

Other documents: 
• Government Gazette No. 43414 – Directions for criteria to return to public and private

higher education institution campuses
• DHET Draft Guidelines for Post-School Education and Training Institutions for

management of and response to Mental health and Substance Abuse in relation to
COVID-19

• Department of Health: Guidance on Vulnerable Employees and Workplace
Accommodation in relation to COVID-19
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• Universities South Africa – Guidelines to Manage the Human resources Implications of
the Lockdown Period within Universities

Websites: 
The national COVID-19 portal: https://sacoronavirus.co.za/ 
The University’s COVID-19 portal: https://www.uwc.ac.za/uwconline/COVID-
19/Pages/default.aspx 
Higher Health website: https://higherhealth.ac.za/ 
Universities South Africa website: https://www.usaf.ac.za/ 



UNIVERSITY oflll• 

WESTERN CAPE 

OCCUPATIONAL HEAL TH, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND QUALITY 

STATEMENT OF INTENT 

YEARS 

The University of the Western Cape (UWC) is committed to ensuring the Health, Safety and Welfare of 

the working environment for its employees, students, visitors and contractors during COVID-19. 

The University also has an obligation to: 

• Comply with the requirements and to continually improve the effectiveness of the Safety, Health

and Environmental management system and its performance;
• Ensure a safe working environment for all employees, students and visitors to stop the spread

of COVID-19 virus in compliance with the COVID -19 Occupational Health and Safety Measures

in Workplaces COVID -19 (C19 OHS), 2020 directive dated 28 April 2020 issued by the

Department of Employment and Labour (DoEL).
• Comply with applicable statutory requirements to which UWC subscribes, its services,

environmental aspects and health and safety hazards.

In addition UWC: 

• Endeavours to undertake its operations during COVID-19 in a manner which is economically,

ecologically, socially acceptable;
• Identifies, advises, coordinates and evaluates hazards and risks related to COVID-19, managed

activities which may put the safety and health of its employees, students, visitors and

contractors and community at risk;
• Ensures recognition of social imperatives, such as socio-economic transformation, employment

equity, equal rights to business opportunities and development focus in supply chain

management, with a view of improving the quality of lives of all people that UWC has an impact
on;

• UWC will set health and safety objectives and targets that will be periodically reviewed and
revised.

• The aim is to achieve standards of occupational health and safety and to ensure legal and other
requirements are met. UWC are committed to continual improvement of occupational health

and safety performance to ensure that best practices are implemented.

The Vice-Chancellor and Executive Management shall ensure that sufficient resources are 

provided to enable compliance with the C19 OHS Directive. The Deputy Vice-Chancellors, the 

Registrar, Deans and Executive Directors are responsible and accountable for the 

management of health and safety in their respective working environments. High standards in 

this area are deemed to be the first priority of the University of the Western Cape. 

Th pe on responsible for ensuring and coordinating Health and Safety s all be the Clause 16(5) 

r appointed as r Directive: Regulation 10(8) of the Disaster Mar-.::i.,tArnent Act G16.5. 

R V LAWACK 
ACTI RECTOR AND VICE CHANCELLOR 
4 May 2020 

MR A REG L 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: 
FINANCE AND SERVICES 
Clause 16(5) Manager 

University of the Western Cape, Robert Sobukwe Road, Belville 7535, Republic of South Africa 
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UWC First Time Access and Collection of PPE Process Flow

Access Control 
Use of Staff/Student Card

Access tag
Boom/Turnstile

START

Produce Proof of 
Self-Assessment

Symptom screening check 
WizzPass/Manual Screening

Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE)

Staff

Temperature Check

Sanitizer can be refilled at faculty offices, Safety 
Representatives, building managers, CPS reception and at 

refill stations all over campus

Masks will be issued

Face shield, 5 face masks and 
personal hand sanitizer and 

relevant information on awareness 
in a bag regarding COVID-19

Once the PPE has been received, a PPE register shall be 
completed by each individual electronically

3 masks, hand sanitizer and 
relevant information on 

awareness in a bag regarding 
COVID-19

5 bars of soap for residence 
students

To be obtained from Faculty
Clinical Students will receive 
additional Face shield and 

clinical masks

Allowed 
on 

campus

Above 38 ◌֯C
No Entry Allowed

Below 38 ◌֯C
May Proceed

Students

Staff will require a Permit 
to enter Campus

Students will require a 
Permit to enter Campus

WHEN ILL, STAY AT HOME
FOR STAFF AND STUDENTS



UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE
UWC Temperature Screening

Produce Proof of 
Self-Assessment

Symptom screening check

WizzPass/Mandatory Screening

START

Staff will require a Permit to enter Campus

Students will require a Permit to enter 

Campus

Non-contact 
Thermometer Test

COVID-19 Symptoms
- Fever

- Cough

- Sore throat

- Redness of eyes

- Shortness of breath

- Loss of taste

Access to Campus:

Please note the following:
• High density points at 

gates or access areas 

(patience needed)

• Random screening will 

be conducted during 

the course of the day.

• Medical support will 

be present and assist 

with screening

WHEN ILL, STAY AT HOME

In Compliance with Return to work 
Regulations DoEL (COVID-19) 

UWC must screen all staff before 
work via a temperature check and 
all must do a pre screen check

Wizzpass ensures: 

• Digital system to prevent and 

manage COVID-19 screening for 

any employees, students, 

contractors and visitors coming 

onto site.

• Allows self pre-screening for 

convenience and to reduce time 

of check-in on arrival.

• Electronic dashboard - records 

and reports to mitigate potential 

contamination.

Temperature Check
Above 38 ◌֯C
No Entry Allowed

Below 38 ◌֯C
May Proceed

NO

ON CAMPUS
021 928 4102

Assess and instruct person to be 

examined by UWC Medic

Ambulance Transport

ER24 – nearest approved 

medical facility

AT HOME
021 928 4102

Person should self-isolate 

and seek advice from a 

healthcare practitioner

Person reports 

situation to UWC 

Manager/ Supervisor

Persons isolate 
and/or tested

Allowed on Campus

YES

TRACE/CONTACT 
All persons that have 

been in contact with 

infected person

Person self-
isolates and/or 
tests if possible

Person self-isolates or 
is quarantined

Person reports situation 

to Manager/ Supervisor

(Isolates/Quarantined 
for 14 days)  

Determine whether 
clear of viral infection
Person gets retested 

or symptoms subside

Person gets letter from 

healthcare practitioner and 

submits this to manager/ 

supervisor

_
If test is 
negative

+
If test is 
positive

Person returns to campus 

when feeling well again



1) USING YOUR UWC
2) COVID-19 SCREENING SYSTEM
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HOW THE UWC COVID-19 SCREENING WORKS

• UWC employees/students can complete their daily COVID-19 questionnaire on their own
profile before their arrival to campus. This can be easily accessed from your own phone or
any other internet-enabled device.

• If the employee/student is not able to complete the questionnaire before they get to
campus, they can still complete it on arrival.

• On arrival, the employee/student profile will be searched on the WizzPass system, and it
will show whether the employee/student has completed the questionnaire or not.

• Each employee/student also has a digital QR code that they can scan on arrival to speed up
the check-in process.

• The temperature reading of the employee/student can also be inputted into the WizzPass
system at the entry point.

• The UWC health and risk committee will track all COVID-19 declarations and temperature
readings on the WizzPass system.



HOW TO ACCESS YOUR PROFILE

YOUR ONLINE DASHBOARD:

1. Go to https://uwc.wizzpass.com
and log in with your UWC email
address.

2. On the menu items on the left, you will see a menu tab called “COVID-19”. On this page you can complete your
daily COVID-19 questionnaire and view all your questionnaire submissions.

3. There is also another menu item called “Access Card”. This shows your QR Code which you can show on arrival for
quick scanning on the system to speed up your check-in.

If it is your first time logging in, you’ll be sent an email 
with a link to reset your WizzPass password. NOTE: 

This will not change any of your other UWC 
passwords.

https://uwc.wizzpass.com


UWC EMPLOYEE/STUDENT DASHBOARD

Complete your 

daily COVID-19 

questionnaire

On arrival, you can click 

on “Access Card” to 

scan your QR Code 

when checking in (this is 

optional)



Process is complete and 
employee/student can 
enter the campus.

ON ARRIVAL CHECK-IN

Staff/student 
check-in is 
selected

Employee/student is 
selected from search list, or 
shows QR code for quick 
scan-in.

If questionnaire is not 
completed yet, this is 
then completed.

If questionnaire was already 
passed on that day, then just 
the  temperature can be 
added, and click OK.
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University of the Western Cape 

Flexible Learning and Teaching (Online) Guide 

This document serves as an online teaching guide amidst the spread of Covid-19 and its impact on 
teaching and learning. The Centre for Innovative Education and Communication Technologies (CIECT) will 
provide the necessary online workshops and support, in order for you to make effective use of various 
innovative communication, content creation and assessment eTools.  I would like to thank Dr Juliet 
Stoltenkamp and her team and Dr Sue Pather for her input. 

Step 1: Familiarise yourself with the LMS: General Orientation Module [Student and Staff orientation] 

A General Orientation module has been developed within the institutional Learning Management System 
(LMS), iKamva. This module includes screen recordings, detailed navigation instructions and ‘how-to’ 
videos. The orientation module has been designed and is a fully self-directed module with clear and 
simplified instructions. This module will be made public for all students to join and orientate themselves 
regarding the familiarisation and navigation of the online environment. The module can be viewed by 
clicking on this link:  https://ikamva.uwc.ac.za/portal/site/d45f314c-ff16-4671-90ea-0fbcf7740773 

NB: Students will still be required to login to iKamva with their username and password: Username: 
student number (401234); and Password: ID (13 digits) or DOB (yyyymmdd).  

NB: Staff will be required to login to iKamva with their Novell User details: Username: alotti (initial and 
surname); and Password: provided by ICS Servicedesk  

iKamva is predominantly used by academics in order to design and develop their interactive online 
environments. Students access the space in order to retrieve and effectively engage with the learning 
content. The platform is critical as it hosts approximately 26 992 students [1700 users access the LMS per 
hour].   

Step 2: Access ‘Self-Help’ Instructional Material [via CIECT’s YouTube Channel] 

CIECT has prepared a series of self-help videos (instructional material/screencasts) - to enable academics 
across disciplines to work remotely. **Students will be able to access the Institutional Learning 
Management System (LMS) - from any geographical setting.  

‘Self-Help’ Videos 

Create interactive online environments: 

- Add content, digital media components and
assessments; Grade students online 

Access the instructional material at: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcNo
CjyvgBPx0x-g-DVMmNlEgbac4nn2W 
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Create Multimedia resources: 

- Produce podcasts, narrated PowerPoint
presentations, screen recordings and; Edit video 
footage 

Access the instructional material at: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3dd60
8RRtoEMNEedJAfiIQ/videos 

Make use of Google Applications (GApps) 

– Host online meetings; and share and collaborate

Access the instructional material at: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcNo
CjyvgBPyhaR0PlYSvpSxYSUY52mW2 

BigBlueButton (BBB) 

- The BigBlueButton (Meetings) tool within iKamva
will be the primary tool used for workshops and 
support 

**Students/ Participants will be able to interact 
with lecturer/ facilitator and: engage in live 
interactive video lectures; listen to audio slides 
and live chats; view the lecturer’s shared desktop; 
and view recorded video lecture sessions (in real-
time) 

Access the instructional material at: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcNo
CjyvgBPzjoEHwqlmBUAkNRa3_nNSz 

Step 3:  Engage in Online Workshops [Design & develop online classrooms for interactive student and 
tutor engagement] 

Online training workshops for lecturers will be conducted using the Meetings eTool in iKamva. 

Workshop Title Purpose eTools Advice/Tips Contacts 

Design an 
Interactive 
Online 
Environment 

[A 45 minute 
video session will 
use an estimated 
amount of 120 
MB per session 
depending on the 
multimedia 
components 
used] 

Workshop aims to 
demonstrate the 
basic principles for 
online lesson 
design; the 
selection of the 
relevant eTools; for 
the effective design 
and development 
of a structured 
interactive online 
environment 
related to sound 
pedagogy. 

Access the 

iKamva LMS: 

-Overview

-Lessons

-Course
Resources 

Bring along: 

- Multimedia (images,
videos (not exceeding 
100MB); a  unit of 
work; Laptop with 
internet browser; 
Stable internet 
connection 

25 participants per 
online workshop 
session 

Workshop - accessible 
via the BigBlueButton 
eTool in iKamva: 

Contact the 
CIECT 
(Instructional 
Design)Team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop: 

elearning@uwc.
ac.za 
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https://ikamva.uwc.ac.
za 

 eAssessment 

Workshop 

[A 45 minute 
video session will 
use an estimated 
amount of 120 
MB per session 
depending on the 
multimedia 
components 
used] 

Workshop aims 
to  highlight the 
various online 
assessment types. 
It will  demonstrate 
the effective use of 
formative and 
summative 
assessments to 
support remote 
teaching and 
learning 

Access the 

iKamva LMS: 

-Tests and
Quizzes 

-Assignments

-Rubric

-Gradebook

Bring along: 

-A Question Bank
(minimum 5 questions 
and answers – can be 
various question 
types); Sample 
assignment; Rubric 
related to assignment 

25 participants per 
online workshop 
session 

Workshop accessible 
via iKamva: 
https://ikamva.uwc.ac.
za 

Contact the 
CIECT 
(Instructional 
Design)Team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop: 

elearning@uwc.
ac.za 

 Interactive 
Communication 

[A 45 minute 
video session will 
use an estimated 
amount of 120 
MB per session 
depending on the 
multimedia 
components 
used] 

Workshop should 
enable you to make 
effective use of 
communication 
eTools to support 
remote teaching 
and learning 

Access the 
iKamva LMS: 

-Discussion
Forum 

- Announcement

- Calendar

- Chat

Bring along: 

-Word, PDF and/or
PowerPoint 
documents 

-Multimedia
components (images, 
podcasts, etc.) 

-tasks linked to your
discipline 

-25 participants per
online workshop 
session 

-Workshop will be
offered via iKamva: 
https://ikamva.uwc.ac.
za 

 Contact the 
CIECT 
(Instructional 
Design)Team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop: 

elearning@uwc.
ac.za 
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Multimedia 
teaching tools 
for the digital 
age 

This workshop aims 
to enable 
participants to edit 
images, create 
audio (narration) 
tracks, compile 
your media into a 
digital story (video) 
and upload to an 
online platform. 
Furthermore, 
participants will be 
exposed to a 
variety of tools to 
produce 
multimedia 
content. 

Image editing 
tools 

(Pixlr, Gimp…) 

 Audio editing 
tools 

(Audacity) 

 Video editing 
tools 

(PhotoStory, 
WeVideo…) 

A laptop or desktop 
with internet browser 

 Headphones 
(optional) 

 Stable internet 
connection 

Participants must Have 
Google Hangouts or 
Zoom installed 

The software and 
stock footage for the 
workshop will be 
made available via 
Google Drive 

Contact the 
CIECT Materials 
Development 
team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop 

mdt@uwc.ac.za 

Basic video 
editing 

The workshop aims 
to demonstrate 
how to apply basic 
video editing 
practices to raw 
video footage. 

- OpenShot video
editor 

A laptop or desktop 
with internet browser 

Headphones (optional) 

Stable internet 
connection 

Participants must Have 
Google Hangouts or 
Zoom installed 

The software and 
stock footage for the 
workshop will be 
made available via 
Google Drive 

Contact the 
CIECT Materials 
Development 
team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop 

mdt@uwc.ac.za 
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Screen 
Recording, 
Compression and 
Conversion 

The workshop aims 
demonstrate the 
use of screen 
recording a practise 
used to record a 
computer screen 
and voice over for 
screencast. 
Compress video 
content and 
Convert video 
content to different 
formats best suited 
for the platform 
where it will be 
presented. 

Monosnap screen 
recorder 

iWisoft video 
converter 

A laptop or desktop 
with internet browser 

 Headphones 
(optional) 

 Stable internet 
connection 

Participants must have 
Google Hangouts or 
Zoom installed 

The software for the 
workshop will be 
made available via 
Google Drive 

Contact the 
CIECT Materials 
Development 
team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop: 

mdt@uwc.ac.za 

Concept 
Mapping 

The workshop aims 
to demonstrate 
how knowledge can 
be organised and 
presented visually 
through a concept 
map 

CmapTools A laptop or desktop 
with internet browser 

 Stable internet 
connection 

Participants must Have 
Google Hangouts or 
Zoom installed 

The software for the 
workshop will be 
made available via 
Google Drive  

Contact the 
CIECT Materials 
Development 
team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop: 

mdt@uwc.ac.za 

 ICT Skills 
Training and 
Development 

The workshop aims 
to provide staff 
with ICT skills 
training 

Microsoft Office 

Marks 
Administration 
System 

Turnitin 

Ms Office Package 

 Marks 
Administration 
System: Lecturer; 
Marks 
Administrator and 
Module 
Coordinator 

Tii: Instructor and 

Student roles 

 Workshop will be 
accessible via the 
Google Hangouts 

Total of 
25  participants per 
session 

Logging into your 
Gmail account 
automatically gives 
you access to Google 
Hangouts 

Contact the 
CIECT (ICT Skills 
Training and 
Development) 
team schedule 
group online 
workshop: 

ictskillstraining
@uwc.ac.za  
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Online Tutor 
Workshop 

The aim of this 
workshop is to 
enable participants 
(tutors) to support 
students within the 
online environment 
for teaching-and-
learning purposes 

Access iKamva: 

-Engage in Online
Tutoring class 

-View Lessons

-Manage Groups

-Course
Resources 

-Discussion Forum

-Assignments

-Announcements

Access iKamva: 

Multimedia (related to 
course): 

Images and Videos 
(not exceeding 
100MB) 

A  unit of work  (NB 
electronic format) 
related to course: 

Word, PDF and/or 
PowerPoint 
documents 

 Contact the 
CIECT 
(Instructional 
Design)Team to 
schedule a 
group online 
workshop: 

elearning@uwc.
ac.za 

Step 4: Post-Workshop Support [Daily online support] 

UWC staff will be able to book one-on-one consultation sessions with the respective niche CIECT teams 
after online training sessions; and on a daily basis. Consultations sessions will be offered to individuals 
who have already attended scheduled workshop sessions. Consultations will be facilitated either via 
Google Hangouts, BigBlueButton and/or the Zoom Applications, thus all participants should use the 
appropriate hardware and software [refer to step 6]. Support will be provided in the form of telephone 
consultations, email and face to face consultation via video conferencing applications such as Hangouts, 
Zoom and Big Blue Button.  

Step 5: Online support for students [Daily support] 

The Instructional Design team will continue to offer iKamva Student support via the eLearning mailbox 
and the staff emails of the team. Students are advised, consulted and assisted in relation to support for 
iKamva, Turnitin, Google Applications and various Personal Learning Environments (PLEs).  Email: 
elearning@uwc.ac.za 

Students are also referred to the iKamva Self-Help Videos which can be accessed here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLcNoCjyvgBPyac2T-2NO6BjjPC_elfyXJ&v=NJnlMehTM8E 

The Materials Development and Digital Media teams will continue to support students to produce 
multimedia content related to courses and assessments. Requests for support can be sent to the 
mdt@uwc.ac.za mailbox. Students will be directed to manuals and self-help videos on Google Drive and 
YouTube for self-directed learning. Telephonic and Google Hangout support will also be available.  

The ICT Skills Development team will support students on Microsoft Office packages and Turnitin via 
their UWC email where needed students will also be consulted using Google Hangouts. Request to be 
sent to ictskillstraining@uwc.ac.za. 
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Step 6: Access the necessary resources 

The CIECT team endeavours to make resources available to staff and students that are readily available. 
We therefore encourage the use of Free and Open-source technologies to assure accessibility to the tools 
we promote. Proprietary packages such as the Microsoft applications taught by the ICT and Digital 
Academic Literacy teams can be acquired through consultation with the ICS department.  CIECT's main 
resource for academics is the Learning Management System, iKamva with a variety of built-in e-tools. 

Hardware required to access these resources include: Desktop computers, Laptops, Tablet computers and 
smartphones. Adequate specifications are needed for Multimedia productions especially video 
production. Google Hangouts, BigBlueButton (BBB) and the Zoom platforms are hosted online. Users 
require necessary software and hardware to connect to platforms. It should be noted, the following 
hardware and software requirements will be essential for staff and students to engage in CIECT training 
and support interventions. 

Hardware and Software 
Requirements 

Purpose Contact 

Desktop, laptop or mobile 
device 

To launch and utilise Google Hangouts, 
BigBlueButton (BBB) and the Zoom 
platform 

ICS Service Desk 

servicedesk@uwc.ac.za 

WIFI Modem or integrated 
internet connection 

Internet connection with active data 
package will allow hardware devices to 
access online environments 

ICS Service Desk 

servicedesk@uwc.ac.za 

Mic, speaker or audio 
headset 

Audio devices which renders good 
quality sound during online interaction 
on various platforms 

ICT Skills Training and 
Development 

ictskillstraining@uwc.ac.za 

 Multimedia/Materials 
Development Team 

mdt@uwc.ac.za 

iKamva (Valid Username 
and Password) 

Login to iKamva learning management 
system, to access and download digital 
course material. 

ICS Service Desk 

servicedesk@uwc.ac.za 

Google Chrome Google Chrome browser has integrated 
plugins which allows ease of use with 
Google Hangouts and Zoom 

ICT Skills Training and 
Development 

ictskillstraining@uwc.ac.za 
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Multimedia: 

Video , Audio and Screen 
Recording 

Desktop computers, Laptops, Tablet 
computers and smartphones. Adequate 
specifications are needed for Multimedia 
productions especially video production. 

Multimedia/Materials 
Development Team 

mdt@uwc.ac.za 

Access to Google 
Hangouts  

To conduct meetings, conferences etc. 
between multiple users in different 
geographical spaces by using computer 
hardware and network to transmit video 
and audio 

ICT Skills Training and 
Development 

ictskillstraining@uwc.ac.za 

Mobile Devices: Cellphone 
and Tablet devices with 
Android or Apple 
operating system 

Using Android and Apple mobile devices 
will allow users to download, install and 
access: 

· iKamva;

· Google Hangouts and

· Zoom

Personal device 

ICT Skills Training and 
Development 

ictskillstraining@uwc.ac.za 

Zoom Hardware required to access these 
resources include: Desktop computers, 
Laptops, Tablet or smartphone with 
Windows, Android or IOS (Apple) 
operating system 

ICS Service Desk 

servicedesk@uwc.ac.za 

Step 7: Know your Support Team [Contacts] 

All Academics and Professional Support teams are encouraged to contact CIECT via email with the 
development and support of alternative methods of learning, teaching and assessment practices. You are 
welcome to contact the CIECT Niche Support Areas. NB: It is important to note that these are not the only 
contacts. We have colleagues (a broader team) - supporting extensively in the background. Below are the 
contacts of the CIECT Coordinators. 

Support: 
iKamva, Multimedia, Google Applications, 

ICT Packages 

Contact 

Coordinator Instructional Design Team Carolynne Kies, ckies@uwc.ac.za 

Coordinator Software Development and Applications Faghad Khan, fkhan@uwc.ac.za 

Coordinator Material Development Clint Braaf, cbraaf@uwc.ac.za 
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Supervisor Audio Visual Services Eugene Alfred, ealfred@uwc.ac.za 

Coordinator Digital Media Services Andre Daniels addaniels@uwc.ac.za 

Coordinator Digital Academic Literacy Fundile Nkunge, fnkunge@uwc.ac.za 

Coordinator ICT Skills Training and Development Faried Ahmed, fahmed@uwc.ac.za 

Prof Vivienne Lawack 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Academic (on behalf of CIECT) 



UWC’s Learning and Teaching Contingency Plan is Guided by the Following 
Principles: 

1. Academic work will commence on 20th April 2020, in a phased approach;

2. There will be a concerted endeavour to complete the 2020 academic year for

all students – there may be a possibility that the completion could extend into

early 2021;

3. Disparities among our students’ socio-economic backgrounds are

acknowledged. Efforts will be as inclusive as possible, with various ways of

ensuring that the different categories of students, including students with

disabilities, are catered for. The use of  print media, PowerPoint

presentations; flash drives, etc. will be explored;

4. A flexible learning and teaching approach which includes online platforms, but

is not restricted to these, will be adopted;

5. A varied and phased approach to assessments, depending on each

discipline, will be considered;

6. Academic rigour will be maintained at all times - a ‘pass one, pass all’

approach will not be acceptable;

7. The University will remain committed to making budgetary adjustments to

ensure that plans are realised for learning and teaching to take place;

8. Faculties will provide remedial classes and offer opportunities to students who

may have been prejudiced by a lack of resources, to catch up lost work; and,

9. Every faculty and every lecturer will adopt an approach that is sensitive to and

aligned with the Institution’s values.



 

 

 

Principle 2: Without Prejudice 
If students come forward after 
the lockdown period to report 
that they were prejudiced due to 
lack of access to a learning-
conducive environment, access to 
resources, and/or any other 
reasons related to COVID 19, then 
such students will be provided 
with additional assessment. 

 

Principle 3:  100% CA Modules 
Modules that have 100% 
Continuous Assessment as their 
assessment type, should include 
higher-weighted integrated 
assessments in their assessment 
schedules, which bring together 
different module outcomes. 

Principle 4: CFA Modules 
All modules, which have CFA 
(Continuous and Final 
Assessment) as their 
assessment type may propose 
changes to the current ratio of 
CA to FA.   

Principle 1:  No Exclusions 
No student will be excluded from any assessment, including final assessments, during the period of crisis. 

Principle 5: No Sit-down Exam 
during Level 5 & 4  
No sit-down exams will be held 
for Semester 1 modules, these 
exams will be replaced with 
Summative Assessments (SA) that 
evaluate the achievement of core 
outcomes.  The SAs submissions 
must be deployed & undertaken 
remotely & online by students. 

 

Principle 6: Sit-down Exam  
Moved to the End of the Year  
Where final sit-down exams are 
absolutely required for semester 
1 modules, these will be 
conducted at the end of the year 
when it is likely that campus will 
be open for all students. The need 
for these should be well 
motivated and students informed. 

   

Principle 7: Practical & Clinical 
Practical assessments and clinical 
evaluations will be conducted 
later in the year when it is likely 
that campus will be open to 
students in a phased approach; 
assessment of theoretical 
components will be prioritised 
until such time. 

Principle 8: Credibility of 
Student Submissions 
Final and summative assessment 
tasks in particular must be 
designed to ensure the 
authenticity and credibility of 
student submissions, namely, that 
the submission reflects the 
student’s own work, as far as is 
reasonably possible.  

Principle 9:  Change to 
Assessment Schedules 
Change to assessment schedules 
of modules, must be submitted by 
lecturers to HoDs with the original 
schedules and the proposed new 
assessment schedules. The 
Faculty Academic Planning 
Committee must approve and 
students notified by lecturers. 

UWC GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON ASSESSMENT DURING 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC: 2020 

Principle 10: Flexibility of 
Assessments 
As far as possible, the University 
will accommodate the need for 
flexibility regarding the scheduling 
of assessments, reassessments 
and catch up opportunities. 

Principle 11:  Internal & External Moderation 
Assessment must be subject to normal internal and external moderation. For exit level modules, 
assessments must be externally moderated and all non-exit level modules must be done internally. 



OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR FACULTIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
RESOLUTIONS ON ASSESSMENTS AND ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES AS ADOPTED 

BY SENATE 

1. All students will be allowed to participate in the mid-year assessments and
supplementary assessments even if they do not qualify

CAM sub minimum rules to be waived as approved by SAP and Senate

Rules as per General Calendar which are now waived: 

UNDERGRADUATE 

(c) Except where Senate, on the recommendation of the Senate Assessment
Committee, determines otherwise, or as provided for in (d) below, a student shall
not be allowed to write the examinations or summative or comprehensive
assessment task in a module unless he/she has obtained a continuous assessment
mark of at least 40 per cent for that module. In the case of professional
programmes, faculties may require a higher continuous assessment mark for
practical or clinical work.

(d) The 40% minimum in the continuous assessment required in (c) above is not
applicable to first semester modules at the first year level.

POSTGRADUATE 

(b) Except where Senate, on the recommendation of the Senate Assessment
Committee, determines otherwise, a student shall not be allowed to undertake the
examinations or summative or comprehensive assessment task in a module  unless
he/she has obtained a continuous assessment mark of at least 50% for   that
module.

(c) Students who attain a continuous assessment mark of less than 50% in a module
may be permitted to do the final assessment in that module if he/she has -

i. attained a continuous assessment mark of at least 50% in all the other
concurrent modules required for a particular programme with the further
proviso that where a programme consists of more than 5 modules, a student
may be permitted to do the final assessment in two modules for which he/she
did not obtain a continuous assessment mark of 50% and

ii. attained continuous assessment mark of at least 40% in that module.



Supplementary rules to be waived as approved by SAP and Senate 

Rules as per General Calendar (undergraduate/diploma/certificate students only) 
which are now waived: 

Unless Senate decides otherwise, a student shall be admitted to a supplementary 
examination in respect of a module in which he/she has written the final examination, 
or completed the final assessment task, and did not meet the pass requirements, but 
has obtained – 

 an overall mark for the module of at least 45%, or
 a continuous assessment mark of at least 50%, and at least 30% in the

examination or final assessment task for the module, or
 a final mark of 50% or more but an examination mark of less than 40%.

Students may therefore write a supplementary assessment even if they have not written 
the final assessment or achieved any of the requirements above. 

2. Inactive students will participate in the catch up period for Term 2 (Dec 2020-Jan
2021) and will be flagged as deferred and will write in Jan 2021.

3. Any student who has qualified to write the first semester assessments but has not
been able to, will be flagged as deferred and will write in Jan 2021.

4. Students who have failed the first online mode may participate in the catch up
period for Term 2 (Dec 2020-Jan 2021).

Any student, who has participated during this period and has failed, i.e. not obtained
50% or above as a FINAL MARK, will be allowed to redo term 2 in Dec and Jan. They
may be allowed to do the examination only, if the CAM is satisfactory, or vice versa.

5. Students who have passed the first online mode may not participate in the catch
up period for Term 2 (Dec 2020-Jan 2021), to improve their results.

A pass will be a final mark of 50%, or more i.e. a final mark of at least 50%, computed in
the relevant ratio from the continuous assessment mark and the examination or final
assessment mark



Rules as per General Calendar which are now waived (only 50% final mark rule remains): 

UNDERGRADUATE 

Unless otherwise approved by Senate, a student shall obtain credit for a module by 
gaining – 

(a) a final mark of at least 50%, computed in the relevant ratio from the continuous
assessment mark and the examination or final assessment mark; and

(b) at least 40% in the examination or final assessment task.

POSTGRADUATE 

On application by the student, in order to pass a module, the student must obtain a final  
mark of at least 50% as well as a sub-minimum of 50% in the examination or final 
assessment task, provided that Senate on recommendation of the Departmental 
Chairperson/Director may accept a sub-minimum of not less than 40% in the examination 
or final assessment task for – 

(a) one module where the programme consists of 5 modules or less.

(b) two modules where the programme consists of more than 5 modules

Senate will not accept the lower sub-minimum in a case where it would result in a final 
mark of less than 50 % for the module. 

6. There will be no academic exclusions for the 2020 academic year.

7. SDAs for promotion, completion purposes - current rules will apply.

8. Faculties and Departments have the flexibility to allow students to do catch-
up (in particular if it is just an assessment) prior to the actual catch-up
period. This must be approved by the Faculty and accepted by the
student/s.



PUBLISHED ON 01 JUNE 2020

UWC
REVISED ACADEMIC 

CALENDAR

2020
This calendar is based on the current lockdown regulations and alert levels, as well as the 
recommendations and plans as outlined by the Minister of Higher Education, Science and 
Technology for saving of the 2020 academic year in response to the COVID-19 pandemic



MESSAGE FROM THE ACTING RECTOR
Dear Students and Colleagues,

On 20 April 2020 the University commenced its flexible learning and teaching plan.
I wish to reiterate it is one of our key principles that No Student Will Be Left
Behind. Where students are prejudiced during this period, we will make every
opportunity available to provide additional opportunities to succeed, including
other learning opportunities, assessments, etc.

Senate met on 26 May 2020 and adopted resolutions on assessments, the revised
2020 Academic Calendar as well as the academic phased-in return plan to campus.
All these are in line with the recommendations from the Department of Higher
Education, Science and Technology. :

In addition, Senate approved the Principles for Flexible Adoption of the Academic
Calendar, to make provision for a few exceptions in the Faculties of Arts, Law,
Community and Health Sciences and Economic and Management Sciences. These
faculties will communicate with students directly in this regard.

Furthermore, Senate noted two Senate Academic Planning Task Teams. The first
team will identify inactive students and their resource needs. The second task team
will plan for the provision of supplementary study for inactive students.

To date, approximately 11000 students received data bundles from the university,
which enabled a higher level of activity in faculties. Gratefully this includes the
provision of data to 880 undergraduate tutors. Furthermore, 2000 devices have
been couriered to students.

The #NoStudentWillBeLeftBehind fundraising campaign is progressing well. The
university executive re-prioritised approximately R9,5-million towards this
campaign. I am also pleased to announce that ABSA donated R1-million towards
the campaign. Finally, the UWC Foundation Board of Trustees increased their
contribution to R7,5-million. On behalf of the University and its students, I thank
ABSA and the UWC Foundation for their generous donations. We continue to
pursue alumni and international donor agencies for contributions to our campaign.

We live in uncertain times, and agile leadership is necessary. Thank you for your
understanding that we sometimes make decisions that may need to change
depending on the trajectory of COVID-19. As always, I urge you to stay safe, to
practice all the safety precautions communicated earlier and to take responsibility
for your health and wellness.

Professor Vivienne Lawack
Acting Rector and Vice-Chancellor

GENERAL GUIDING PRINCIPLES
 Academic work commenced on 20th April 2020
 There must be a concerted endeavour to complete the

2020 academic year for all students – there may be a
possibility that the completion could extend into early
2021

 Disparities among our students’ socio-economic
backgrounds are acknowledged. Efforts must be as
inclusive as possible, and various ways to ensure that the
different categories of students, including disabled
students are catered for, e.g. using print media, power
point presentations; flash sticks, etc. must be explored

 A flexible learning and teaching approach which includes
online, but is not restricted to online must be adopted

 A phased-approach to assessments, that will be flexible
depending on each discipline will need to be considered

 Academic rigour must be maintained - a pass one pass
all approach will not be accepted;

 The University will have to remain committed to making
budgetary adjustments to ensure that plans to ensure
learning and teaching takes place are realised

 Faculties will provide remedial classes and offer
opportunities to students who may have been prejudiced
by a lack of resources in order to catch up lost work; and

 Every faculty and every lecturer will adopt an approach
that is sensitive and aligned to the institution’s values



REVISED ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2020
Senate approved the Principles for Flexible Adoption of the Academic
Calendar, to make provision for a few exceptions in the Faculties of
Arts, Law, Community and Health Sciences and Economic and
Management Sciences. These faculties will communicate with
students directly in this regard.

20 Apr – 9 Jun TERM 2 ONLINE

10 - 16 Jun Consolidation/catch-up period

17 – 26 Jun Mid-year assessments

2 – 9 Jul Supplementary/Special assessments

13 – 16 Reflection period

17 – 26 Jul Vacation

27 Jul – 4 Sept TERM 3 

5 – 13 Sept Break

14 Sept – 23 Oct TERM 4 

28 Oct – 13 Nov Year-end assessments

19 – 27 Nov Supplementary/special assessments

7 – 18 Dec Catch-up TERM 2

19 Dec – 3 Jan 2021 Vacation

6 – 20 Jan Catch-up TERM 2

25 – 30 Jan 2021 Assessments

3 – 9 Feb 2021 Supplementary/special assessments

15 – 18 Feb SDA

8 MARCH 2021 START OF ACADEMIC YEAR 2021

WHO WILL BE ALLOWED TO TAKE PART IN THE CATCH-UP PERIOD FOR TERM 2?
Students who have been unable to participate during the TERM 2 (20 Apr – 9 Jun) or 
who have participated but failed to pass a module/s will be allowed to participate in the 
catch-up period. Students who have passed will not be allowed to improve their results 
by participating in the catch-up period.

DO I NEED TO MEET ANY SUB-MINIMUM FOR CAM TO WRITE THE MID-YEAR 
ASSESSMENTS?

No, students will be allowed to write the assessment without having achieved the CAM 
requirement, however they will still require to have an overall (final) pass mark of 50% 
for the module to pass it (or higher based on the modules overall pass requirement).

IF I DEFER MY COMPLETION OF TERM 2 (SEMESTER 1) TO 2021, DO I STILL NEED TO 
MEET MODULE PRE-REQUISITE REQUIREMENTS TO CONTINUE WITH TERMS 3 AND 
4? 

Not unless communicated to you by your Faculty and Department. Each Faculty will 
need to consider their different programmes and determine if prior learning is essential 
or not. If pre-requisite requirements cannot be waivered, then Faculties will 
communicate a revised calendar to you.

I WAS MEANT TO COMPLETE MY DEGREE AT THE END OF THE FIRST SEMESTER, IF I 
ONLY COMPLETE TERM 2 IN 2021, WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR MY COMPLETION?

Students currently engaged in the online programme will be able to complete at the 
end of semester 1 should they pass. For those that will only do term 2 in 2021 they 
unfortunately will only complete then. 

I AM CURRENTLY DOING A WHOLE YEAR MODULE, HOW WILL MY FINAL 
ASSESMENTS BE STRUCTURED IF TERM 2 IS ONLY COMPLETED IN 2021?

Faculties will communicate assessment arrangements that differ from the norm to 
affected students directly.

WILL ALL LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENTS BE ONLINE FOR TERMS 3 & 4?
Yes, the academic year will continue online unless otherwise indicated or 
communicated.

HOW WILL CLINICALS AND WORK PLACEMENTS BE COMPLETED?
Each Faculty will plan for this individually. In some cases Faculties may use part of the 
year to focus on the theoretical components and leave the practical aspects for later 
when the chances of clinical and work placements being allowed is greater.

HOW WILL WE BE NOTIFED OF OUR EXAMINATIONS FOR SEMESTER 1?
An examination timetable will be published on 5 June 2020. The timetable will include 
the type of assessment, method of delivery and, examination and submission dates.

NO STUDENT WILL BE ACADEMICALLY EXCLUDED FOR 
2021 BASED ON THE 2020 ACADEMIC YEAR



REVISED ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2020
20 Apr – 9 Jun TERM 2 ONLINE

10 - 16 Jun Consolidation/catch-up period
17 – 26 Jun Mid-year assessments

2 – 9 Jul Supplementary/Special assessments
13 – 16 Reflection period

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS TIMELINES 
10 Jun 

(extension15 Jun)
Upload of CAM (for CFA modules)

30 Jun Last day to upload marks to MAS (students 
notified about Supplementary, CFA modules)

16 Jul Last day to upload assessment marks from MAS 
to SASI (CA and CFA modules)

17 Jul Run Mid-Year Promotions
20 – 21 Jul Faculties to consider completions

22 Jul Senate Assessment Committee (completions)
24 Jul Publication of results

17 – 26 Jul Vacation
21 – 24 Jul Registration 
27 – 31 Jul Amendments

27 Jul – 4 Sept TERM 3 

5 – 13 Sept Break
31 Jul Application for remark of mid-year assessments
7 Aug Assessment Schedules – Due date for creation of 

schedules on MAS
27 Aug Senate Assessment Committee - External 

Moderators Reports and Integrity of Mid-year 
Assessments; Appointment of Moderators and 
Examiners

14 Sept OPEN - Upload of question papers open
14 Sept – 23 Oct TERM 4 

28 Oct – 13 Nov Year-end assessments

19 – 27 Nov Supplementary/special assessments

2 Oct CLOSES - Upload of question papers -
24 Oct Release of continuous assessment/coursework marks  for 

CFA modules 

17 Nov Last day to upload marks to MAS (students notified 
about Supplementary, CFA modules)

01 Dec Last day to upload assessment marks from MAS to SASI 
(CA, FA, CFA modules)

02-03 Dec Run Final Promotions
04-08 Dec Faculties to consider promotions & completions

09 Dec Printing for SAC
10 -11 Dec Senate Assessment Committee (completions)

18 Dec Publication of Results 
7 – 18 Dec CATCH-UP TERM 2

6 – 20 Jan CATCH-UP TERM 2

2021 25 -30 Jan Catch Up Assessments
03-09 Feb Supplementary/special assessments

01 Feb Last day to upload marks to MAS (students notified
about Supplementary, CFA modules)

10 Feb Last day to upload assessment marks from MAS to SAS

11 Feb Run Promotions
12- 14 Feb Faculties to consider promotions & completions & SDA

16 Feb Senate Assessment Committee (promotions &
completions & SDA completions )

17 Feb SDA Communication
22-25 Feb SDA Assessments

26-01 March Faculties run batch promotions
02 March Senate Assessment Committee (SDA completions)



PHASED-IN STUDENT PRESENCE ON CAMPUS 
UWC's academic phased-in return to campus will commence

with a maximum of 30% of its students and staff returning to 
campus two weeks after the start of Level 3 of lockdown (1 June 

2020), according to specific criteria. For students, the criteria are: POSSIBLE START OF PHASE-IN LEVEL 3: Mid June 2020 
TARGET: s 30% student presence on campus 

STAGE STAGE 

1 2 

• Ensure S30% Socio-economically 

occupancy (staff vulnerable students: 

and students) • NSFAS
• Determine whether • Missing middle

public transport is • Unfunded
available for local
students Online vulnerable: 

• Determine • Online inactive
infrastructure students
requirements for
COVID 19testing
Ensure that leaning environment is decontaminated
Ensure that appropriate measures are in place to prevent the spread of
COVID-19 on all UWC campuses
Apply COVID-19 Health and Safety Regulations at all its campuses

STAGE 

3 

• Undergraduate
students on track to
complete in 2020

• Full time Honours.
PG Dip/Cert
students

• Postgraduate
students confirmed
nearing completion
who need to access
labs and software.
etc .. on campus

• Vulnerable students

• Final-year laboratory-based students
• Clinical students

STAGE STAGE 

4 5 

• Those whose needs • Accommodate
can be addressed students with
through provision of disabilities who need
devices. data and OSWD assistive
printed materials devices
Provide resources to enaole • Accommodate
them to comJlete remotely

students with Lab
• Those whose needs

work and clinicals
cannot be addressed

• Confirms 30%
Residence students return

to cam pus 1f allowed for presence on campus
Non-Residence: Identify (staff and students)
conducive learning spaces

in local communities



GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR ASSESSMENTS
 No student will be excluded from any assessment during the period of crisis.
 Where students come forward after the period of lockdown to report that they were prejudiced due to lack of access to a learning-

conducive environment and/or access to resources (device, data, network), then such students will be provided with additional assessment
opportunities.

 Those modules which have 100% CA as their assessment type, should include higher-weighted integrated assessments in their assessment
schedules, that bring together different module outcomes.

 All modules which have CFA as their assessment type should retain the current ratio of continuous assessment (CA) to final assessment (FA).
 Based on most recent announcements, we are making an assumption that campus will not be open to all students before September 2020.

Hence, it is improbable that sit-down exams will be held for Semester 1 modules, despite lecturers having submitted exam papers. The sit-
down examination will have to be replaced with summative, integrated assessments that evaluate the achievement of core outcomes. These
summative assessments must be designed such that they can be deployed and undertaken remotely by students, with online submissions.
Some examples of alternative assessments to sit-down examinations include projects, portfolios, storyboard, investigations, problem solving
tasks and modelling tasks. It is recognised that each discipline will be best placed to decide how best to implement alternatives to sit-down
exams.

 It is recognised that some disciplines may deem it absolutely necessary to conduct a sit-down examination. Where final sit-down exams are
absolutely required for semester 1 modules, these will be conducted at the end of the year when it is likely that campus will be open for all
students. The need for these should be well motivated. In such cases, SAP will be required to waive the pre-requisites and co-requisites
rules.

 Practical assessments and clinical evaluations will be conducted later in the year when it is likely that campus will be open to students in a
phased approach; assessment of theoretical components should be prioritised until such time. In such cases, SAP will be required to waive
the pre-requisites and co-requisites rules to allow students to continue into Semester 2 without duly completing practicals and clinical work.

 Final and summative assessment tasks in particular must be designed to ensure the authenticity and credibility of student submissions,
namely, that the submission reflects the student’s own work.

 Where changes are made to the assessment schedules of modules, lecturers must submit the original schedules and the proposed new
assessment schedules to Chairs of Departments. The Faculty Academic Planning Committee must then approve and submit a summary of
planned module changes to a Special Senate Academic Planning Committee.

 As far as possible, the University will accommodate the need for flexibility regarding the scheduling of assessments, reassessments and
catch up opportunities.

 Assessment must be subject to normal internal and external moderation. For exit level modules, all assessments must be externally
moderated. For non-exit level modules, assessment must be internally moderated.



#NOSTUDENTWILLBELEFTBEHIND
As you know, we started the appeal to acquire devices for students in
an effort to complete the academic year through flexible learning -
ensuring that no student is left behind.We appeal to staff and students
who can donate) to support the campaign.
You can make your contribution as follows:
OPTION 1
Step 1: Click on the link or copy and paste into your browser:
https://www.backabuddy.co.za/champion/project/nswblb
Step 2: Click on the "Donate" button
Step 3: Enter Name/Email/Personal Message and Amount
Step 4: Select payment method
Step 5: Confirmation sent by email
There, you will have the option of contributing via credit card, instant
EFT or PayPal. You can use the reference #NoStudentWillBeLeftBehind

OPTION 2
Make a payment directly to the UWC Bank Account and use the
reference #NoStudentWillBeLeftBehind and email payment
confirmation to sbomester@uwc.ac.za.
You will receive official confirmation of your contribution in due course.
Bank Details:
Bank:ABSA
Account name:GENERAL DEPOSITS
Account number:40-5089-3930
Branch code:632005
Swift code:ABSAZAJJ

If you have any questions, please contact me at sbomester@uwc.ac.za

NOTE: Only respond to official communications soliciting donation support.
UWC will never ask you to confirm any personal information in an email or text
message. Always be aware of fraudulent messages and feel free to contact our
Donor Relations Office for confirmation if you are uncertain. Always look for
the email host example@uwc.ac.za as an official communication source.

GENERAL CONTACT INFORMATION
 PROOF OF REGISTRATION

helpdesk@uwc.ac.za or admissions@uwc.ac.za
 ACADEMIC TRANSCRIPTS

helpdesk@uwc.ac.za or liaisonoffice@uwc.ac.za
 REGISTRATION QUERIES

liaisonoffice@uwc.ac.za or rniekerk@uwc.ac.za
 LETTERS OF COMPLETION

helpdesk@uwc.ac.za or graduation@uwc.ac.za
 CERTIFICATE REPRINTS

This service is temporarily suspended, graduates
may request a letter of completion instead

 SASI ACCESS
sasiaccess@uwc.ac.za

 PG THESIS MANAGEMENT
postgraduateoffice@uwc.ac.za

 EXAMINATION PAPER MODERATION
calexander@uwc.ac.za

 SASI TRAINING
lmallie@uwc.ac.za

CONTACT CENTRE : 021 959 3900/01 or 
admissions@uwc.ac.za or via webchat



REVISED ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2020 

SEMESTER 2 

Registration 21 – 24 Jul 

SEMESTER 1 

TERM 2 20 Apr – 9 Jun 

Consolidation/catch-up period 10 – 16 Jun 

Mid-year assessments 17 – 26 Jun 

Supplementary/Special assessments 2 – 9 Jul 

Reflection period 13 – 16 Jul 

ADMINISTRATIVE TIMELINES 

Upload of CAM (for CFA modules) 10 Jun (extension15 Jun) 

Last day to upload marks to MAS (students notified about 
Supplementary, CFA modules) 

30 Jun 

Last day to upload assessment marks from MAS to SASI (CA 
and CFA modules) 

16 Jul 

Run Mid-Year Promotions 17 Jul 

Faculties to consider completions 20 – 21 Jul 

Senate Assessment Committee (completions) 22 Jul 

Publication of results 24 Jul 

Vacation 17 – 26 Jul 



Amendments 27 – 31 Jul 

TERM 3 27 Jul – 4 Sept 

Break 5 – 13 Sept 

TERM 4 14 Sept – 23 Oct 

Year-end assessments 28 Oct – 13 Nov 

Supplementary/special assessments 19 – 27 Nov 

Catch-up TERM 2 7 – 18 Dec 

ADMINISTRATIVE TIMELINES 

Application for remark of mid-year assessments 31 Jul 

Assessment Schedules – Due date for creation of schedules 
on MAS 7 Aug 

Senate Assessment Committee - External Moderators 
Reports and Integrity of Mid-year Assessments; 
Appointment of Moderators and Examiners 

27 Aug 

OPEN - Upload of question papers open 14 Sept 

CLOSES - Upload of question papers - Any Exit Level 
Modules reaching the Examinations and Graduations Office 
after this date will need to be submitted with the 
accompanying Moderators Report. 

2 Oct 

Release of continuous assessment/coursework marks  
for CFA modules 24 Oct 

Last day to upload marks to MAS (students notified about 
Supplementary, CFA modules) 

17 November 

Last day to upload assessment marks from MAS to SASI (CA, 
FA, CFA modules) 

01 December 

Run Final Promotions 02-03 December

Faculties to consider promotions & completions 04-08 December



Printing for SAC 09 December 

Senate Assessment Committee (completions) 10 -11 December 

Publication of Results 18 Dec 

APPLICATIONS CLOSES 30 Sept 

SELECTIONS for Post matric / International / PG / Transfers 
/ Readmission (where possible) to be completed 30 Nov 

Upload of Grade 12 final results 10 Jan 2021 

Selections (Grade 12) 11 – 13 Jan 2021 (continue as 
needed thereafter) 

Offers made 14 Jan 2021 

Online Registration 1 Feb – 5 Mar 2021 

Assisted Registration (FTEN, proposal) 1 – 12 Feb 2021 

Assisted Registration (all year levels) 22 Feb – 5 Mar 2021 

Amendments 8 – 12 Mar 2021 

SENATE HIGHER DEGREES dates TBC 

COMPLETIONS FOR 2020 – There will be no timelines for these (apart from meeting Faculty 
and Senate dates), students that serve at SHD for completion and are approved for 
completion and submit to library can request formal letter of completion from Graduations 
office. They will be added to a Graduation once the gradation dates have been finalised. 
Students are encouraged to work towards completion and not graduation dates. 
PROGRESS REPORTS - Due date for submission of progress 
reports by students 30 October 2020 

Submission of intention to submit by student to Faculty for 
possible inclusion in 2021 graduation 2 Oct 

Submission of thesis for examination for possible inclusion 
in 2021 graduation 11 Dec 



Final Submission of thesis to library and supervisor approval 
for possible inclusion 2021 graduation 31 Mar 2021 

CATCH UP – TERM 2 STUDENTS 

Catch Up Assessments 25 Jan-30 Jan 

Supplementary/special assessments 03-09 Feb

Last day to upload marks to MAS (students notified about 
Supplementary, CFA modules) 

01 Feb 

Last day to upload assessment marks from MAS to SASI (FA, 
CA and CFA modules) 

10 Feb 

Run Promotions 11 Feb 

Faculties to consider promotions & completions & SDA 12- 14 Feb

Senate Assessment Committee (promotions & completions 
& SDA completions ) 

16 Feb 

SDA COMMUNICATION 17 Feb 

SDA ASSESSMENTS 22-25 Feb

Faculties run batch promotions 26-01 March

Senate Assessment Committee (SDA completions) 02 March 

START OF ACADEMIC YEAR 2021 8 March 2021 
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RS PHASED APPROACH CONSIDERATIONS FOR 

 

COVID-19	PLAN:	PHASED	RETURN	APPROACH	TO	RESIDENCES	
GUIDELINES	TOWARDS	IMPLEMENTATION	

ACCESS	TO	RESIDENCES,	CRITERIA,	NOTIFICATIONS,	AND	PERMITS	FOR	RETURNING	
STUDENTS	

Screening	of	students	and	staff	at	campus	entry	points	(see	campus	plan	process)	and	dissemination	of	PPE	

and	COVID-19	Information	packs	as	per	the	Higher	Health	planning		

Step	1:	Email	notice	from	the	University	to	the	respective	student.	
Step	2:	Student	arrives	and	is	screened	at	the	Main	Entrance		
Step	3:	If	student	passes	screening	procedure,	student	signs	Code	of	Conduct	that	guides	movements	
and	behaviour	while	on	campus	and	in	residences	and	issued	with	a	PPE	pack.	

Step	 4:	 Student	 receives	 screening	 receipt	 and	 follows	 check-in	 procedures	 at	 the	 designated	
residence	proof	of	screening	as	one	of	the	preconditions	to	gain	access	to	the	residences).	

Criteria	 stipulates	maximum	 33%	 of	 campus	 capacity	 and	 is	 guided	 by	 Level	 3	 Lockdown	 Gazetted	

Regulations	and	Faculty	plans.	

As	per	the	government	gazette,	the	following	categories	apply	to	Level	3:	Final	Year	UG	and	PG	students	

who	require	the	laboratories	and	clinical	work	to	complete	their	degree,	as	well	as	identified	categories	

of	vulnerable	students	including	students	with	disabilities.	

	

Step 5:	Students and staff are required to keep a daily log of movements and contacts

Daily screening: “Whizzpass Online Check” screening application as well as temperature checks at Residence

entrances

Risk and Compliance COVID-19	protocols: will facilitate measures for transportation of students and staff

between campus and offsite testing facilities.

Managing screening procedures at	campus and residence entry points: Security (RnC)

Permits and Indemnity: Student Administration to implement these processes; required for access to the

residence where the student is allocated

Campus-wide communication re: the correct way to use PPE.

Staff medical conditions that predisposes them to serious illness – see integrated Institutional plan

ISOLATION	SPACES	AND	TESTING	

Students	in	residences	will	be	screened	daily;	Guideline	posters	will	be	displayed	in	all	residence	spaces.	

Residence	communal	spaces	are	always	a	consideration	in	terms	of	physical	distancing	protocols	and	will	

be	frequently	cleaned	and	sanitised.	

Alternate	 off-site	 spaces	 have	 been	 identified	 for:	 High	 risk	 Persons	 under	 Investigation	 (PUIs)	 and

confirmed	cases.		

Low	risk	cases	of	residence	students	who	display	symptoms,	may	on	the	basis	of	professional	advice,	be

instructed	to	self-isolate	within	their	rooms	until	further	action	is	required.	They	will	also	be	handled	as	

Persons	under	Investigation	(PUI)	and	will	be	monitored	and	issued	with	additional	relevant	PPE.	

Residential	 Services,	 in	 collaboration	with	 CPS,	will	make	 the	 necessary	 arrangements	 for	 a	 student	

referred	 for	 testing,	 including	 transport	arrangements	 to	 the	 testing	site,	 for	 the	student	 to	be	safely	

transferred	without	placing	other	students,	staff	members	or	members	of	the	public	at	risk.	

Residential	Services	will	ensure	disinfection	of	areas	or	work	spaces	where	there	are	PUIs	or	confirmed	

cases;	 referrals	 will	 be	made	 for	 others	 who	may	 be	 at	 risk,	 for	 screening	 and	 related	 appropriate	

measures	to	prevent	possible	further	transmission	(daily	log	of	movements	and	contacts	are	essential	for	

contact	tracing).	

COMMUNICATION	

Residence	updates	will	be	provided	directly	and/or	via	the	Campus	Communications	

1 
CLEANING	&	SANITISATION	OF	RESIDENCES	

The	 University	 has	 rolled	 out	 the	 process	 to	 clean	 and	 sanitize	 residence	 spaces	 for	 returning	 (and	

current)	students.	Students	returning	to	residences	will	be	placed	in	residences	with	only	one	person	per	

room.	 	 The	 assignment	 of	 residence	 places	 for	 students	 in	 shared	 rooms	 is	 at	 the	 sole	 discretion	 of	

Residential	Services	and	students	currently	in	residences	may	be	reallocated	(if	deemed	necessary)	in	

line	with	the	phase-in	strategy	and	regulations	under	the	current	lockdown	level	-	allocating	students	in	

a	more	controlled	manner	that	is	compliant	with	Social	Distance	recommendations.		

2 

3 

4 



2 

 

CODE	OF	CONDUCT	

Allocation	 of	 students	 in	 residences,	 where	 deemed	 necessary	 as	 per	 relevant	 protocols	 across	 the	

lockdown	levels,	is	at	the	discretion	of	the	RS	Department	and	institutional	Business	continuity	plans	to	

ensure	compliance	with	lockdown	regulations.	A	Code	of	Conduct	that	guides	movement	and	behaviour	

in	residence	spaces	will	be	signed.	Information	posters	pertaining	to	management	and	use	of	communal	

spaces	by	students	will	posted	in	all	residence	spaces	eg.	Kitchens,	bathrooms.	

SERVICES	FOR	THE	PERIOD	DURING	THE	LOCKDOWN	LEVELS	

Regular	cleaning	services	will	be	provided	to	disinfect	all	shared	spaces	and	surfaces	in	the	residences,	

including:	kitchens,	bathrooms,	reception	areas	and	other	shared	spaces.	Residence	Services	will	ensure	

that	adequate	cleaning	and	sanitizing	supplies	are	available	and	will	provide	hand	sanitizer	stations	at	

entry	points	and	throughout	the	residential	facilities.		

Other	services	include	functional	Wi-Fi,	Dining	Hall	Services	and	Security	services.	Constant	training	and	

awareness-raising	to	all	students	and	workers	will	be	implemented	to	mitigate	the	risks	of	the	pandemic.	

5 

7 

MENTAL	HEALTH	AND	WELLNESS	

During	 the	 lockdown	 period,	 the	 University	 will	 continue	 to	 provide	 online	 psychosocial	 and	

psychoeducational	support	to	help	students	(including	the	Employee	Assistance	Programme/	(EAP)	to	

staff)	 to	deal	with	 the	 expected	 anxiety,	 depression,	 isolation	 and	 general	 stress	 that	 comes	with	 the	

current	 circumstances.	 Residential	 Services	 is	 working	 with	 its	 cohort	 of	 peer	 leaders	 to	 generate	

information	and	online	programmes	to	support	all	students	of	residences.	

Important	Contact	Details	to	reach	out	for	Support:	
SADAG:	0800	222	333	(24/7,	toll-free)	 	 Counselling	Support:			reslifehelpline@uwc.ac.za	

CPS	Control	Room:	021	959	2239	(for	emergencies)		 CSSS:	csss@uwc.ac.za	

Suicidal	Emergencies:	0800	567	567	(SADAG,	24/7,	toll-free)	

Online	resources	such	as	brochures,	articles	and	self-help	videos	are	available	at	www.sadag.org	

8 

PRIVATE	ACCOMMODATION	

Students	who	live	in	private,	rented	accommodation	close	to	campus	may	return	to	their	residences,	and	

need	to	communicate	with	landlords	in	this	respect.	

Their	access	to	the	campus	will	be	consistent	with	the	protocols	under	the	relevant	alert	level	(3)	and	

regular	screening	protocols	will	be	adhered	to	if	they	wish	to	enter	campus	(the	33%	must	be	taken	into	

consideration	here).	

6 
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Student	receives	
information	from	
the	university	

confirming	return	
and	other	relevant	

documents.	

Returning	students	
will	be	screened	at	the	
main	entrance	and	

issued	with	a	PPE	pack	
for	which	they	need	to	

sign	an	
acknowledgement	of	

receipt.		

Students	will	also	sign	
a	Code	of	Conduct	that	
provides	guidelines	for	

movements	and	
behaviours	in	line	with	
lockdown	regulations	

The	student	will	
then	follow	the	

check-in	procedures	
at	the	designated	
residence	and	
present	proof	of	
screening.		

All	students	are	
informed	that	they	
must	keep	a	daily	log	
of	movements	for	
contact	tracing	
purposes.	

 

Student	undergoes	
daily	screening	
procedures,	
temperature	
checks	at	the	
residence	

entrances	and	will	
be	encouraged	to	
download	the	

“Whizzpass”	Online	
Check	app.	

RETURNING STUDENTS (incl. KOVACS): In alignment to the COVID-19 Level 3 Lockdown Regulations 

1	

All	staff	and	
students	currently	
in	residences	will	
be	screened	in	
line	with	the	

Institutional	Plan	
for	the	Phased-In	

approach.	

Student	is	
screened	by	the	

relevant	personnel	
and	meets	

conditions	for	
access	to	campus.	

Student	signs	the	
Code	of	Conduct	
and	receives	PPE	
&	COVID-19	info.	

pack.		

All	persons	will	
receive	

information	on	the	
correct	use	of	the	

PPE.	

Student	proceeds	
to	Residence	

where	he/she	is	
allocated	and	
checks	in	with	
staff	member.	

All	students	are	
informed	that	

they	must	keep	a	
daily	log	of	

movements	for	
contact	tracing	
purposes.	

Student	undergoes	
daily	screening	
procedures,	

temperature	checks	
at	the	residence	
entrances	and	will	
be	encouraged	to	
download	the	

“Whizzpass”	Online	
Check	app.	

1 1	2 1	3 1	4

If	at	any	
screening,	the	

student	meets	the	
conditions	for	
testing,	RnC	will	
transport	the	
student	to	a	
testing	site	or	
isolation	facility	
on	basis	of	
professional	
advice	.	

	

1	5

Once	the	student	
has	been	

medically	cleared	
for	reintegration	
into	residences,	
the	student	will	
enter	the	system	
at	point	1	again	
and	repeat	

through	the	steps.	

1	6

STUDENTS CURRENTLY IN RESIDENCES (incl. KOVACS): There are currently 260 students in the on-campus residences. 
Before students can enter back into the system, current students will be screened and provided  PPEs. 

1	1 1	2 1	3 1	4 15 1	6

If	at	any	
screening,	the	

student	meets	the	
conditions	for	
testing,	RnC	will	
transport	the	
student	to	a	
testing	site	or	
isolation	facility	
on	basis	of	
professional	
advice.	

.

Once	the	student	
has	been	

medically	cleared	
for	reintegration	
into	residences,	
the	student	will	
enter	the	system	
at	point	1	again	
and	repeat	

through	the	steps.	
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